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President’s Message
he year continues to move along at a quick Tpace – we are already almost halfway 

through 2021. On a positive note – there 

have been announcements indicating that most 

all restrictions will be lifted regarding Covid with 

the vaccination rates increasing daily. This has 

been a long time coming and we are all looking 

forward to things getting back to normal or a 

post Covid normal at least. There will be many 

things that will likely be different, but we will 

adjust and keep moving forward. We would like 

to thank everyone for their extra effort through 

the many months of additional restrictions and 

work procedures to keep our operations safe.

Please continue to work safe and play safe when 

not at work. The safety of our people is our 

priority, and we appreciate everyone's effort in 

this department.

Have a great summer!!

On the work front we are off to a good start with 

many projects firing up. There are many 

opportunities to pursue and it looks like 2021 

should keep us busy.

Enjoy the summer months and the hot weather – 

it goes by quickly so make sure you enjoy the 

beautiful summertime while it is here.

Gord Broda

President, Broda Group LP

Vice President’s Message
pring is with us and we are pushing to the 

Send of the second quarter.  Along with 

that, it appears we may be seeing the 

potential reality of getting in front of Covid 

which has affected all our lives and will forever.  

Stay diligent and get vaccinated so that we can 

hopefully maintain our ability to work and get 

back to normal.

Operationally, we are off to a good steady start 

with all projects fired up and progressing.  The 

Quarry operation is getting ready if not already 

producing in McAbee (Kamloops) and Swansea 

(Cranbrook).  On the Infrastructure front, we are 

rolling on the new project in Grande Prairie, Fort 

Sask. is working on Phase II and North Yard and 

also hoping to have this grow in size.  McClean 

Lake has begun and are ramping up. We also 

have the Saskatoon crew staying busy with some 

new opportunities in and around Saskatchewan.  

On the Energy front, we are on fire with that 

operation growing from typically 10-12 

machines working to  25-30.  We are very excited 

about this. So, hats off to Chad and his team with 

the support of Scott and Harold in Calgary.  

Kam-Crete has got rolling and from all initial 

indications hope to have a steady year.

As always, I want to thank everyone in advance 

for their efforts to stay diligent and adhering to 

covid protocols and prevention.  I can not 

emphasize enough to live and maintain a safe 

work culture on all Broda sites as well as at home.

Stay safe and watch out for your neighbours.

Russell Clunie Jr.

Vice President, Broda Group LP
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We continue to work with our partners at James Smith with miscellaneous projects around the community and look forward to 

completing additional road upgrades and infrastructure installations this season with our staff from the area.

James Smith Partnership              

Brighton and BDM are well under way for the 2021 construction season.  To date we have had a small crew on site that has completed the 

BDM site in whole, which includes the expansion that awarded this spring.  The Crew has now moved over to Brighton full time and work 

left for the project consists of completion of 8th Street subgrade and base, New McOrmond Street area grading as well as conditioning of 

the 8th street stockpiles.

BDM Project/Brighton Area Grading

We continue to complete road maintenance on the access to the Star Diamond mine on an on call basis.  Rio Tinto is to complete an 

outlook for the year by the end of June to determine the scope of projects that may go on this season.

Rio Tinto 

With the successful completion of the South Yard last season, our crew is back this year to construct the very similar North Yard or Phase II of the 

Sturgeon Terminal this season.  Thanks to the efforts last season, Phase I was operational through the fall and winter and has held up very well.  The 

crews have been busy already this season in preparing areas for Phase II ahead of design to mitigate weather issues and to gain as much ground on 

schedule as possible.  They have also been completing additional road gravelling in the South Yard.  The current scope is constantly evolving based 

on the market demand for rail car spots, but at a minimum this season will consist of full subgrade construction of the north yard and construction 

of at least two lanes for rail cars.

Cando Rail – Sturgeon Yard

Mclean Lake is starting to get some momentum now that the frost is finally gone, and the organics are almost completed.  There was great difficulty 

making headway at times, but the crew has executed the plan as laid out.  The crew is now moving into till embankment, vibe wires install, and most 

importantly we have built a successful Waste Rock pad which was crucial to maintaining schedule.  We will be adding to the crew to start the Waste 

rock embankment shortly and that will bring us into full swing for the project.  There is potential to keep things moving in Mclean for the next few 

years and the guys are doing what needs to be done to keep on track.

Mclean Lake TMF Construction

Broda has completed the project with our subcontractor left on site to finish off the erosion control installations.  It is a great to have this 

one put in the rearview mirror and finally say goodbye to the Cutbank valley.  This was a tough project, thanks to the crew that went in this 

spring to get the cleanup done in a timely manner.

Highway 40 Grande Prairie 

Our miscellaneous crew manages to stay busy around Prince Albert with different projects for the utility companies and more so now for Prince 

Albert Pulp and Paper.  With the recent wildfire events in the area and the extreme heat and wind, our crew has been busy fighting bark and chip pile 

fires at the mill site and assisting the local fire department.

PA Miscellaneous Crew

Swift Current Highway 1 embankment raise is just starting, unfortunately with supply issues for the General on the project our schedule is 

now turned into a 2-year project.  We have about 6 weeks of work for the 2021 season and then we will be back in 2022 to complete the 

project.  

Swift Current Hwy 1 Construction of 2 Overpass Structures

Broda Energy Services had a stable, steady winter and spring; and now as we head into the summer, we have ramped up to over 30 

employees and our workload at this time has us committed and busy until freeze up. In addition, our clients are in the planning stages, 

and there are preliminary discussions ongoing with regards to upcoming winter drilling programs as well. With the busy summer and fall 

ahead, we need to remain diligent with our safety, quality service and the finished product being provided which continues to create our 

success and growth. Thanks to the team in PA for meeting client timelines with the additional equipment required for these projects; and 

hats off to our supervision, operators and all involved for a job well done, keep up the good work!

Broda Energy Services
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I'm a HSE Advisor & Rock Tester, I work 
together with my teammates making sure 
safety on site is always #1 and finding 
ways to improve & learn. So that we all 
stay safe on job and get to go home to 
our family's and loved ones. I also test the 
rock we are producing, making sure our 
product is in the right specs.                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

3) What are some of the major 
strengths of Broda Group?

Major strengths of Broda is how they give 
opportunity 's to learn different jobs/tasks.

4) Working for Broda what was the 
most unusual or interesting job you've 
ever had?

Most interesting job I have had with Broda 
is helping out on the blast pattern loading 
holes for a blast. It's definitely a job I never 
pictured myself doing.

1) Tell us what you do day to day in 
your job?

My favorite part of the job is learning from 
each other's past experiences & listening 
to their stories.

2) What's your favorite part of the job?

9) Name one thing you can't live 
without.

5) What would you do for a career if 
you were not doing this?

I would probably choose a career that 
involved working with children.

6) What did you do before joining 
Broda?

Before I started at Broda I worked in a 
salon in Cranbrook as hair dresser.

7) What are your interests outside of 
work?
My interest outside of work are watching 
the Montreal Canadians (Habs) kick butt 
lol. Also going for walks and spending 
time with my family and friends.

8) Favorite meal?
Steak and Lobster

10) Where do you see yourself in 5 
years?

Still working for Broda Group because 
they are like my second family. I enjoy 
working with people that make me feel at 
home even if I'm away from home.                                                                                                          

My children, they are my world.                                                                                                           

Shelly Ogden

2nd Quarter Project Updates

Production activities wrapped up in early May at the Ahbau Quarry Site located north of Quesnel BC. The site operations crew produced over 

144,000 MT of Rip Rap material for CN Rail and loaded out over 100,000 MT of Rip Rap material from this location for CN Rail. Thank you to all the 

operating personnel that assisted with this project, CN Rail was very happy with our overall execution / production plan during this operation. 

Currently the operations crew have completed the site demobilization of the equipment from the Ahbau Quarry back the McAbee Quarry. Thank 

you to all of our operating personnel that assisted with this project. 

Ahbau Quarry (CN Rail)

Crushing operations at the McAbee Quarry located east of Cashe Creek BC will resume for another season. The site operations crew will produce rail 

ballast material for CN Rail at this location for the remainder of the 2021 season. Welcome back to all of the 2020 crew members and welcome to the 

new 2021 crew members who have joined the McAbee Quarry Operations. Also starting earlier this spring the McAbee Quarry operations crew 

resumed railcar loading of ballast materials for CN Rail and will continue loading railcars as required by CN Rail for the remainder of this season. 

Have a safe and productive 2021 season.

McAbee Quarry (CN Rail) 

This season the operations crew will be producing ballast materials for the CP Rail at the Swansea Quarry located south of Cranbrook BC . Welcome 

back all of the 2020 crew members and welcome to the new 2021 crew members who have joined the Swansea Quarry Operations. Earlier this 

spring the operations crew successfully completed the mobilization of the required crushing support equipment from the Dyment Quarry, located 

east of Dryden ON, to the Swansea Quarry location. Currently the operations crew are commissioning the onsite equipment to commence crushing 

operations for this season. Have a safe and productive 2021 season. 

Swansea Quarry (CP Rail)  

At Kam-Crete, as the summer season approaches, all projects are in full swing.  The trucks are gravelling the roads for the R.M.'s.  With the hot dry 

weather, they had to stop gravelling for a few days and instead were helping with dust control. The Concrete Crew are VERY busy with several large 

shops as well as pads, patios and sidewalks. The Crusher has stockpiled material to get a good start on the C.N. Bridge Project and will be kept busy 

crushing for the R.M.'s and for Kam-Crete.  As the cottagers come back to the Lake, there are jobs for installing septic tanks, delivering material, and 

landscaping.  It is proving to be a busier season than anticipated.  

Kamcrete Update



s we move into the 3rd quarter of the construction Aseason, Certificate of Recognition (COR) audits will be 

taking place in both Saskatchewan (internal) and 

Alberta (external). While the Heavy Construction Safety 

Association of Saskatchewan (HCSAS) has maintained the 

structure of their auditing process, the Alberta Construction 

Safety Association (ACSA) has altered theirs to reflect the 

current state of the pandemic and reduce unnecessary 3rd 

party interaction. Most notably, the ACSA has temporarily 

suspended the observation component whereas the HCSAS 

still audits documents, observations and interviews. With this 

change to the ACSA's auditing process, auditors will now 

validate documents through email confirmation and the 

interviews will be conducted remotely using telephone or web-

based platforms (e.g. Microsoft Teams, Skype, Zoom, etc.). 

While physical observations and interaction will be 

limited/restricted, we expect everyone to actively participate as 

if this was a normal auditing process.

Robert Price

In preparation for these audits and an onslaught of smaller and 

larger projects starting at the same time, the safety department 

has been hard at work coordinating and facilitating our 

training and competency needs. From annual orientations and 

Power Mobile Equipment (PME) evaluations to H2S Alive and 

Confined Space training to Audiometric and Fit Testing, 

training and competency has and will continue to remain a key 

component to our safety program. While training and 

competency does not make up the entire auditing process, I 

firmly believe it is a proactive approach to incident reduction 

and a relatively low-cost way for overall improvement.

As an ongoing reminder, I ask that everyone remain diligent in 

preventing their exposure to COVID-19 during both personal 

and company time. While our preventative measures have 

been effective thus far, one exposure or noncompliance to a 

public health order could have a profound impact on the 

company and its operations and ultimately you and your 

coworkers' earnings.

On a separate note, it is important to us that we provide current 

and prospective employees and clients the most up-to-date 

information. Over the past several months we have been 

updating the Broda Group website (www.brodagroup.com) to 

showcase who we are and what we've done. Among the many 

improvements, users will now have access to a timeline of our 

history, community involvement including fundraising 

campaigns and corporate sponsorships, descriptions and 

video's highlighting our services, links to some of our latest 

projects, current career opportunities, Rock & Dirt magazine 

publications, and contact information regarding our head 

office and divisional offices. With many changes yet to come, 

we hope everyone checks in often to see our progress and what 

is new.

HSE Manager

As always, stay safe and have fun.
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HSE & Training Coordinator

Heat exhaustion is a more serious condition compared to heat cramps. You may possibly have a raised body temperature, moist skin that may be 
redder or paler than normal, feel nauseous, dizzy, weak and exhausted. Rest in a cool place, loosen any tight clothing, sip on cool fluids, and put 
cool fluids on the skin. The affected person will need to refrain from anymore physical activities in the heat that day. 

Being prepared to deal with heat related illnesses is the first step to protect ourselves and others while we enjoy the summer weather. Enjoy the 
warm temperatures while we can and have a safe and healthy summer.

Heat Stroke is the most serious of the heat related illnesses. It can raise the body temperature often as high as 41 degrees, skin will be red, hot and 
dry. The person may be irritable and show signs of bizarre or aggressive behaviour. Rapid, shallow breathing may be evident, progressive loss of 
consciousness and possibility of seizures starting as well. Remove the person from the heat and rest in a cool place and cool the body anyway that 
you can. Immerse the body in cool water from the neck down or sponge the body with cool water, fan the person or put covered ice packs in the 
groin area, armpits and on the back of the neck to cool large blood vessels. Have the affected person sip on cool liquids. This situation will require 
medical attention and treatment. 

Lance Horne

Heat cramps happen when a person loses to much fluid and salt through heavy sweating. They can happen quickly and involve painful muscle 
spasms. These spasms usually happen in the legs or abdomen but can be in other parts of the body as well. Drink fluids like water or sports drinks to 
replenish the body and gently stretch and massage cramped muscles. Rest in a cool place.

The summer is finally upon us, and the construction season is in full swing. While we all enjoy the nice warm weather, we will be working at times in 
extreme heat. As we progress through the summer season, we need to be aware of what we need to look for and how to protect ourselves while we 
are at work and when enjoying our time on days off.

There are different types of heat related illnesses but the basic principle for treating all of them is to stop the heat gain and start the heat loss 
process.
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Project Profile

Grande Prairie HWY 40 Twinning

The project scope for Broda includes the 

twinning of HWY 40 from south of the 

Wapiti River Bridge to as far north as 

Highway 668 in Grande Prairie, with us 

working as the primary earthwork's 

subcontractor on the project for 

Carmacks Enterprises.  

The pro ject  cons is ts  of  off-road 

construction north of the bridge and the 

use of our highway side dumps to move 

material from the main borrow pit to the 

south side of the bridge.  To date the crew 

has already facilitated the logging of all 

available areas, completed stripping on 

the earthwork's areas available, and 

constructed a significant amount of grade 

in a short time.  The project has recently 

received that approval to construct a 

service road for the project which consists 

o f  approx imate l y  100 ,000m3  o f 

excavation.  We are happy with how this 

project is shaping up and looking forward 

to monitoring the progress throughout 

the rest of the season.

fter a much-anticipated start that Awas slightly delayed due to land 

acquisitions and permitting, the 

crew was able to hit the ground hard at 

the Grande Prairie project and make very 

good headway in the first two months on 

site.  
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